
 One drag one servo motor outer ear automatic mask making machine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical 

parameters 

Voltage 220V 50Hz Power 14kw 

Air pressure 6kg/㎝² 
Ultrasonic 

frequency 
20KHz 

Output ≧80pcs/min Structure 

Raw material rack 

Mask cutting machine, 

Earloop pulling line, 

Ultrasonic welding 

maching 

Detection 

method 

photoelectric 

detection 

Control 

method 
PLC 

Machine size 4220*2020*2035mm Weight 850kg 

Mask size 175x95mm 

 Attention 
It is forbidden to touch the ultrasonic transducer with high voltage. The printing 

wheel and die head cannot be overvoltage, which will damage the die head. 

Machine 

configurations 
8 servo motors, 4 ultrasonics, 8cylinders 



I. Schematic diagram of the overall structure 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Ⅰ.Description 

One drag one machine which is a highly efficient and highly practical model connected 

by conveyor line , including mask forming machine and servo outer ear loop welding 

machine . Mask forming automatic machine mainly includes a feeding mechanism, a 

crease forming mechanism, a nose bridge feeding mechanism, an ultrasonic welding 

die-cutting mechanism . The assembly servo outer ear loop welding machine which can 

automatically complete ear loop welding, mainly includes a mask conveyor belt, an ear 

loop pulling mechanism, an ultrasonic welding mechanism, a 

mask receiving mechanism. The design concept of this one drag one connection machine: 

simple and easy to use, stable and reliable, with good versatility, compatibility, and cost 

performance.  

 

II. Features 

1.Raw material mechanical brake control material tension control, high stability and 

 

2.  

3. It can produce two to five layers of masks and automatically weld the ear straps at 

 

4. Computer program control, with extremely high reliability, Meet or exceed testing 

standards. 

 



III.  Schematic diagram of overall structure of mask body machine  

 

Size：2980×840×1985MM  Voltage：220/380V  Weight：400KG  Power：6KW 

 

 

The overall functions of the equipment include:  

1. Material feeding  

2. Nose bridge feeding  

3. Material feeding  

4. Nose bridge feeding  

5. Main engine  

 

 



 

 

1. Folding pressure plate: finely tune it, loosen the pressure plate screw to finely tune the 

pressure plate, and fold the material into shape.  

2. Nose line feeding device: nose bridge strip feeding device.  

3. Material requirements for nose bridge: 

a. The discharging of the nose bridge generally requires forward rotation. It is also the 

way that the nose bridge is discharged through the outer circle of the discharging tray. 

Bracket.  

b. When the nose bridge enters the buffer support and passes through the guide wheel 

groove, it enters the material wheel groove in the reverse direction, and finally enters the 

nose bridge guide groove, and then enters the nose bridge knife guide groove after 

passing the nose bridge drive roller.  

c. The guide groove of the nose bridge must be adjusted to the center line of the nose 

bridge knife feed groove and aligned with the center line of the welded nose bridge. If the 

position is wrong, it should be adjusted.  

d. At the position of the nose bridge feed slot, one side of the nose bridge should be able 

to enter the nose bridge feed slotsmoothly through the guide shaft. 

 

 



IV. Nose bridge module mechanism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

①, spring compression handwheel-1 ②, spring compression handwheel-2 ③, embossing knife ④, ultrasonic mold 

 

 

Nose bridge module mechanism: the function is to weld the nose bridge and the 

mask to shape and seal, and the welding position is the working position. the upper 

part is the embossing knife (embossing roller); the lower part is the ultrasonic mold. 

Adjust the left and right spring compression handwheel-1 to adjust the depth of the 

crimp pattern, the tighter the handwheel lock, the deeper the crimp pattern. (When 

adjusting, please adjust the left and right handwheels at the same time to prevent one 

side from over-locking and causing the crimping knife to jam.) 

Adjust the left and right spring compression handwheel-2 to adjust the depth of the 

hob pattern. The tighter the hand wheel lock, the deeper the hob pattern. (When 

adjusting, please adjust the left and right hand wheels at the same time to prevent the 

embossing hob from jamming due to excessive locking on one side.) 

 

 

 



V. Crease forming mechanism 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 Composed of three folding and fold rollers, its function is mainly to fold the material into shape 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feeding rod: The material can be adjusted up and down. There are four bars in total, 

counting from the bottom. First put the first piece of material 195, and then put the 

second, third, and fourth piece of material 175 respectively 

 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

Three folds: adjust the forming of the material 

① The screw handwheel for adjusting the height of the folder is mainly used to adjust the 

height of the folding plate. The side with the larger opening surface of the 

three-folding plate should be slightly lower than the side with the smaller opening.  

② Adjust the aluminum block under the folding position to adjust the position of the 

three feed plates up and down. 

 

VII. Ultrasonic welding die cutting mechanism 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Ultrasonic welding die-cutting mechanism: mainly composed of crimping knife 

(embossing roller), driving roller, knurling knife (embossing roller), and forming knife 

seat. After the embossing hand wheel is loosened, the embossing stick can be adjusted 

left and right (the nose strip is centered), and the ultrasonic wave can be adjusted up and 



down. The lateral adjustment of the forming knife, when the lateral position of the 

forming knife of the mold cannot be aligned with the position of the welding edge, the 

lateral movement of the mold can be adjusted by adjusting the lateral adjustment hand 

wheel. When the lateral position adjustment is completed, tighten the limit nut on the 

lateral adjustment handwheel to lock the position of the forming knife laterally. Forming 

knife holder: It is composed of supporting drive roller and forming knife roller. Support 

driving roller: the base surface of the mask forming roller cut. Forming knife roller: The 

forming knife roller is a mold consumable, mainly used for roll-cut masks. Adjusting the 

left and right springs on the supporting drive roller to compress the handwheel can 

adjust the cutting effect of the forming knife holder to achieve the purpose of cutting 

masks. The tighter the handwheel lock, the deeper the cutting of the forming knife holder. 

Please adjust carefully to prevent damage to the knife holder. (When adjusting, please 

adjust the left and right handwheels at the same time to prevent excessive locking of one 

side and damage to the forming knife roller blade.) 

 

 

VIII. One-Drag-One connection mechanism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



The mask conveyor is composed of the principle of roller conveyor equipment, so the 

main function in production and use is the conveying function of the roller conveyor, 

which uses the conveying characteristics of the roller roller. This equipment is mainly 

used to convey soft and thin sheets, because at a certain conveying speed, the sheets will 

fly up due to the airflow and the position will be scattered, resulting in the inability of 

accurate conveying and positioning of the product, which affects the processing of the 

next station. This conveyor line has the function of pressing the sheet to convey, ensuring 

that the product will not affect the subsequent production due to the problem of 

conveying speed. 

IX. Overall schematic diagram of outer earloop welding equipment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dimension：1720×960×1650mm   Voltage ：220V 

Weight：350KG   Power：11KW    Air pressure：0.4-0.6MPA 

The overall structure of the equipment is shown above: 

The functions of the equipment include: 

1. Earloop feeding 

2.Automatic pulling 

3. Material feeding 

4. Automatic cutting of earloop 

5. Earloop welding 

6. The host 

 

 



X. Schematic diagram of welding head composition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The welding position is the working position, which is divided into upper and lower 

parts. The upper part is an air cylinder, which pushes the welding head down; the lower 

part is an ultrasonic mold. Can be welded automatically. 

 

XI. Schematic diagram of composition of automatic pulling device 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Air cylinder 

Welding head 

Finely tuned screw nut 
Screw nut 



Lifting shaft: The servo motor controls the working position of the thread transfer device 

by controlling the falling and rising of the lifting shaft. The lifting shaft sensor is mainly 

used to adjust the origin of the lifting shaft and sense its working position. Rotating 

device: It is composed of left 1, left 2, right 1, right 2, 4 servo motors and 4 claws. The 

motor mainly controls the rotation of the claws, that is, controls the working position and 

origin position of the claws to improve the line clamping of the claws The action 

improves work efficiency. The opening and closing of the claw is controlled by the 

cylinder. When the lifting shaft is at the lowest point, that is, the working position, and 

the claws still cannot clamp the wire, you can loosen the limit nut to adjust the 

fine-tuning nut to achieve the overall lowering of the wire transfer device, so that the 

position of the claw to the wire increases toward the middle of the clamp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Earloop pulling device (automatic feeding device) 

two parts: 

Motor transmission part: For reduce the load of pulling motor and ensure uniform feeding 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Pulling servo motor: the wire-pulling motor moves, and the pulling cylinder claw is 

clamped to the working position, that is, the clamping position through belt transmission. 

After clamping, the clamping cylinder cooperates with the pulling motor and back to 

the original position, and wait for turning device action. 

 

XII.Schematic diagram of the machine tool work position 

 

                                 Left and right total distance device: 

                             composed of welding device,transfer 

                             device, automatic feeding device, and 

                              automatic pulling device. They are the 

                                working position of the machine tool for 

           mask welding . 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Unloading device: The welded mask is 

rolled into the belt through the motor 

driven by the pulley, and the tail cylinder 

press it into the finished box 

 

 

 

 

The line body is controlled by the servo 

drive to rotate the servo motor. The servo 

motor drives the gear to rotate through the 

belt, and the gear drives the chain to 

rotate, which transfers the mask sheet 

from the film position (red arrow) to the 

working position (purple arrow), as shown 

in the figure (blue arrow) The direction is 

the direction when the machine is running. 

 

 



         Operation panel  

I. Operation panel of the mask body machine 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Function description: 

1. Power : Turn the power switch to the right to turn on the power switch of the machine, 

and turn the power switch to the left to turn off the power of the whole machine.  

2. Stop: When there is an emergency, if an emergency stop is needed, just press the 

emergency stop button.  

3. Inching: This button is the machine running button. In the manual mode, press this 

button and the machine will work, and release the button to stop the machine.  

4. Touch screen: the core of machine tool control, the adjustable parameters of machine 

tool operation can be set through the touch screen to achieve optimum the machine tool. 

 

II. The operation panel of the earloop welding machine 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Function description: 

1. Power : Turn the power switch to the right to turn on the power switch of the machine, 

and turn the power switch to the left to turn off the power of the whole machine.  

2. Power indicator: It is used to display the power status of the machine. When the power 

switch is on, the indicator light is on, and the machine is in the power status.  

3. Stop: When an emergency situation occurs and an emergency stop is required, just 

press the emergency stop button.  

4. Start : This button is the automatic start/stop button of the machine. Pressing this 

button in the automatic state mode will complete the entire process of automatic feeding, 

automatic drawing, and automatic welding. Press the button again and the machine will 

stop automatically.  

5. Touch screen: the core of machine tool control, the adjustable parameters of machine 

tool operation can be set through the touch screen to achieve the best operating state of 

the machine tool 

6. Crimping button: used to control the opening and closing of the crimping cylinder 

when changing wires (this button is a new button) 



III. Touch screen of mask body machine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description of the function: 

1. Main : click to return to main page 

2. Manual : Manual/automatic conversion pattern allocation, manual model during 

control device operation, and automatic pattern.  

3. Current production : Immediate machine production volume 

4. clear：reset the current output.  

5. Current speed: Permissible quantity per unit, settable.  

6. Speed ＋ Speed － ： The amount of production per unit production volume, 

the amount of traffic change 

 

 

 

 

 



IV. Touch screen Function Introduction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Function description: 

1. Main screen: Click the touch button to return to the main screen 

2. Manual mode: manual/automatic switch 

3. Current output: The current machine production, cannot be set.  

4. Clear: Clear the previous output data and recalculate.  

5. Current speed: the output per minute in the monitoring bar can be set.  

Speed + Speed-: Set the output per minute, change the current output by changing 

the speed. 

 

 

 

 

 



V. Heat dissipation of the main cabinet and electric cabinet. 

Function description: 

Fan: It is mainly used for ultrasonic heat 

dissipation and heat dissipation of the 

main cabinet and electric cabinet. 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Function description: ①. Air switch: the power control of the entire cabinet can 

protect the circuit or electrical equipment from short circuit, severe overload and 

undervoltage 

②. Fuse: short circuit protection device, to protect the device from short circuit and 

severe overload 

③ Contactor: Frequent on and off of control circuit 

④. Relay: control circuit 



⑤PLC: complete equipment automation control and process automation control 

⑥. Servo driver: control the start, stop and 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Function description: 

Fan: It is mainly used for ultrasonic heat dissipation and heat dissipation of 

the main cabinet and electric cabinet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Function description: 

① . Air switch: The power control of the entire cabinet can protect the circuit or 

electrical equipment from short circuit, serious overload and undervoltage 

② . Fuse: short-circuit protection device to protect the equipment from short-circuit 

and serious overload 

③ Contactor: frequent switching on and off of the control circuit 

④ . Socket: configured spare socket 

 ⑤. Relay: control circuit 

⑥. PLC: complete equipment automation control and process automation control 

⑦. Aluminum electrolytic capacitor: external resistor 

⑧. Servo drive: control the start, stop, and speed of the motor, and protect the servo 

motor from overload, short circuit, and undervoltage 

⑨.24V DC power supply: control power distribution 

 



VI.Ultrasonic and transducer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown in the figure, it is the front view of the ultrasonic main cabinet. The structure 

and functions are as follows:  

① Overload protection indicator: Shows whether the current ultrasonic current is 

overload protected. If the light is on, it indicates that the cabinet is overload protected. 

Ultrasound cannot be used normally, and the amount of current needs to be adjusted. 

② Current indicator: It is mainly used to display the amount of current when 

ultrasonic waves are emitted.  

③ power switch: control the power supply of the main cabinet. The button will light 

up when powered on.  

④Sonic test button: Press the red button, the ultrasonic wave starts to wave, long 

press the red button, the ultrasonic wave continues to wave.  

⑤  adjustable inductance: used to adjust the size of ultrasonic wave current. 

(Recommendation: No-load current is lower than 0.5A, normal operation is lower than 

2A) 

⑥ Transducer: Do not touch it at any time, it can reach a high voltage of 1 kV when 



it works, and the voltage may remain even after the power is turned off. (If it needs to be 

replaced, please press the test button several times after power off to ensure no residual 

voltage) 

 

VII. The start process and precautions of the Mask Body Machine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1. it is in manual mode, which can be operated manually. Press the inching button 

of the operation panel. When pressed, the machine tool crease forming mechanism, nose 

line mechanism, ultrasonic welding die cutting mechanism and forming tool holders all 

move. Release the button. Stop working, this action can be used to test whether the 

machine is normal during the start-up test and during maintenance and debugging. Clear: 

Press it to clear the previous data and recalculate the output. Current speed setting: The 

output per minute of the monitoring bar in manual/automatic mode can be set. Speed + 

Speed-, set the output per minute, and change the current output by changing the speed. 

Manual/automatic switch button, click "manual mode" to switch to "automatic mode" and 



the start button screen appears, and the machine tool will run automatically when 

"start" is clicked. Without pressing the stop button, the machine will repeat this cycle to 

complete the production of semi-finished masks.  

2. Auto mode 

Back to the running page, click "Manual mode" to switch to "Automatic mode" and a 

start button screen appears. When you click "Start", the machine tool will run 

automatically. As shown in the figure, the machine enters the automatic operation mode. 

After the automatic operation mode is activated, the machine tool wrinkle forming 

mechanism, nose line mechanism, and ultrasonic welding die cutting mechanism 

forming tool holders all move. Under the action of the feeding roller, the raw materials 

are sequentially completed from the feeding rack, the material folding forming area, the 

three-fold forming area, the feeding roller, the nose line feeding and cutting area, and the 

edge knurling forming mask slice area through a cycle. 

3. Start-up process and debugging of Earloop Welding Machine 

A. Precautions for startup 

This machine is controlled by the pneumatic and power control AC 220V power supply; 

the pneumatic is ordinary compressed air, and the air pressure is about 0.6Mpa. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



B. Check the air pressure before power on If the air pressure display is unreached, check 

whether the air pipe is connected to the machine. If it is not connected, connect to the air 

source first. If the air source has been connected to the machine and the air pressure has 

not yet reached 0.6Mpa, as shown by the blue arrow in the picture above, pull the knob 

up and adjust the air pressure to 0.6Mpa as indicated by the arrow at the top of the knob. 

 

C. Machine state after pneumatic 

Welding cylinder: lifted 

Rotate cylinder: close 

Pull claw cylinder: closed 

Press cylinder: pushed 

Scissors position: open 

Blanking cylinder: lifted 

With switch on , all the servo motor control structures cannot be rotated. If they can rotate, 

check whether there is any problem with the line between the servo drive and the servo 

motor. If the left and right welding cylinder sensors are on, check whether the air is 

ventilated and the left and right welding cylinders The down state of the sensor is the 

lighted state, if it is not lighted, the position of the sensor should be adjusted; the up state 

of the sensor is not lighted as the normal . Note: Before turning on the air pressure, check 

whether the status of each cylinder is normal. If it is not checked, it may malfunction 

after turning on the power, which may cause hardware damage. 

D. Power on 

After the equipment is transported or moved, you should first check whether the line is 

pulled, or other faults, if any, please remove the corresponding faults first.To ensure 



safety, before inserting the three plugs into the socket for the first time, first check 

whether the power switch on the electric control cabinet and the air switch in the electric 

control box are turned off. If it is not turned off, please turn it off first. The emergency 

stop switch should be in the pressed state; manual/automatic should be in the manual 

state. 

F. Start process 

Plug in the three-plug socket Turn on the air switch Turn on the power switch knob (at 

this moment the touch screen is on) ,turn on ultrasonic power supply . 

G. Manual mode 

After switch on, check the air pressure and cylinder position for no abnormalities, turn on 

the emergency stop switch, select the language type, and click on the touch screen to 

enter the main interface of the machine to monitor the machine's operating status. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clear: After pressing, the previous output data will be cleared and the output will be 

recalculated. Mode switching: The touch screen is an linkage/stand-alone mode switching 

button. Linkage: The high-speed earloop welding machine directly controls output of the 



mask body machine in the automatic operation mode and the mask body mode (note: an 

linkage is required). Stand-alone mode: The start-up state of the stand-alone machine in 

the automatic operation mode requires manual feeding or feeding device. Production 

efficiency setting: click to set the number of welding machine ear straps per minute as 

required. Current production efficiency: the cumulative production quantity per minute is 

used as a status. 

display and cannot be set.  

Test mode: After clicking the start button, the machine will automatically run and 

shield the status shown in the figure below and there will be no alarm, and the machine 

will complete the entire process of automatic,pulling, automatic trimming, automatic 

rotate, automatic welding, automatic operation of the line body, and automatic pressing of 

the blanking cylinder. This mode is generally used for air running test runs, mainly used 

in machine test conditions.  

Servo control: This interface displays the status of each servo motor, and the 

corresponding part of the machine can be debugged through this interface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The general process and corresponding steps of servo motor debugging. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Debugging of lifting shaft: 

Click the lifting shaft to enter the lift shaft debugging page, as shown in the figure; 

As shown by the red arrow, the lifting shaft moves in a circular motion around the servo 

motor shaft to realize the lifting and lowering of the lifting shaft, thereby controlling the 

working position of the mechanical claw. Assuming that the clockwise direction is the 

forward movement, the counterclockwise is the reverse movement. . (For details, refer to 

the actual movement direction of the lifting shaft) 

Jog+: long press the jog+ lift shaft to move in the clockwise direction, used for the 

debugging button that the lift shaft deviates farther 

Jog-: long press the job- lift shaft to move in the counterclockwise direction, which is 

used for the debugging button that the lift shaft deviates farther 

Inch+: jog the button to move the lifting shaft clockwise, for fine adjustment of the 

lifting shaft deviation from a small distance 

Inch-: Jog the button to move the lifting axis counterclockwise, used for fine adjustment 



of the lifting shaft deviation from a small distance 

Origin offset value: the value of the distance of origin offset can be set to correct the 

position of the elevator axis according to the amount of the elevator axis offset. Lifting 

shaft welding position: this button has the same function as the working position, that is, 

the working position of the lifting shaft to the lowest point 

To zero : the highest position of the lifting shaft 

To the working position: the lowest position of the lifting shaft, the value can be set 

according to the working conditions of the lifting shaft 

Current position: The current position of the lifting axis is displayed as the status and 

cannot be set. 

Inching distance: inch + -distance setting 

Jog speed: jog + - speed setting 

After switch on, first click the left/right cable in the main interface to return to the zero 

position and then click the lifting axis to return to the original position. During debugging, 

press and hold the forward/reverse inching coarse adjustment and the forward/reverse 

inch fine adjustment to control the movement of the lifting axis. Generally, the lifting axis 

is adjusted to the direction shown by the arrow in the figure. It can be basically 90° with 

the plane. Yes, that is, perpendicular to the horizontal plane. Then move the lifting axis 

sensor up and down so that its induction light is just extinguished by tightening the screw 

to complete the origin setting of the lifting axis, and the lifting axis is debugged. (Note: 

The zero position of the lifting shaft is the origin, and the lowest welding position of the 

lifting shaft is 900. If there is no response when clicking on the screen, check whether 

there is a clear fault alarm signal) 

 



Rotate clamp and debug 

Origin setting 

Turn one or both clamp to the 90° position at the same time when the power off, that is, 

the claws are perpendicular to the plane of the ultrasonic touch tool, and then use a 

straight object to hold one side or the left and right clamp at the same time to prevent 

them from moving and then keep the power on Do not move for 2 to 3 minutes (note: do 

not perform other operations after turning on the power), then take your hand away, click 

on the servo control interface to turn on the corresponding interface of left 1 left 2 / right 

1 right 2 servo control and click to enter left 1or 2 and set the data orderly. After entering 

the page, find the "set the origin" and press and hold the button until it turns green. After 

releasing , the current position is in the range of about 0. If the data is too large, confirm 

whether the clamp is at the origin. If yes, press it several times Until the origin is within 1, 

the origins of other clamp are set in this way. The origin setting mainly depends on the 

degree of skewness of the mask earloop welding position in the later stage. The clamp 

servo motor moves to control the working position of the mechanical clamp. If turning 

to the right is a forward motion, then turning the clamp to the left is a reverse motion. 

(Specifically, refer to the actual direction of the clamp) 

Jog+: long press the jog+ clamp to move to the right, for the debugging button deviates 

farther 

Jog-: long press the jog+ clamp to move to the left, for the debugging button deviates 

farther 

Inch+: Jog the button to move the clamp to the right, for fine tune of the clamp deviates 

closer 

Inch-: Jog the button to move the clamp to the left, for fine tune of the clamp deviates 



closer. 

Left line 1 holding: time for holding 

Left line 1 clipping: This button has the same function as the working position, that is, 

the offset angle of the claw from the origin to the clamping position, that is, the working 

position of the clipping. To zero: the position where the clamp and the ultrasonic die are 

perpendicular , which is the position of the welding for Earloop. To the working : the 

working position of the clamping, the data can be set according to the working condition 

of the clamping, that is, according to the degree of skewness of the clamp 

Current position: clamp position and cannot be set 

Inch distance: the forward/reverse inching distance setting 

Jog speed: the forward/reverse jog speed setting 

Set working position 

After turning off the machine again, turn one or both of the paws to the 180° position at 

the same time when the power is off, that is, the paws are parallel to the ultrasonic die, 

and then use a straight object to hold one side or the left and right paws at the same time. 

Move it and turn it on and keep it still for 2 to 3 minutes (note: do not perform other 

operations after turning on the power), then remove your hand and click on the servo 

control interface to open the corresponding 

interface of the left 1 left 2 / right 1 right 2 servo control in turn Click to enter the data set 

in sequence or right 1 or right 2.  

As shown： 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

After entering the interface, find "Set working position" and press the button until it turns 

green. After releasing the , the current position is within about 90°. If the data is too large 

or too small, confirm whether the paw is in the working position. Repeat several times 

until the working position is in the range of about 90°. The working positions of other 

claws are set in this way. The working position setting mainly depends on the fine 

adjustment of the skewness of the claw clamping line in the later period. The paw servo 

motor moves to control the working position of the mechanical paw. If turning to the right 

is a positive motion, then turning the paw to the left is a reverse motion. (Specifically, 

refer to the actual movement direction of the paw) 

Jog+: long press the positive jog claw to move to the right, used for the debugging button 

where the claw deviates farther 

Jog-: long press the forward jog claw to move to the left, which is used for the debugging 

button where the claw deviates farther 

Inch +: jog the button to move the paw to the right, for fine adjustment of the paw 

deviation from a small position 

Inching-: Jog the button to move the paw to the left, for fine adjustment of the paw 

deviation from a small position 

Turn right to line 1 holding position: waiting time for clamp holding position 



Right turn line 1 clamping position: This button has the same function as the working 

position, that is, the offset angle of the claw from the origin to the thread clamping 

position, that is, the working position of the thread clamping 

To the zero : the position where the claw and the ultrasonic die are perpendicular to the 

plane, which is the position of the mask welding ear strap line 

To the working : the working position of the clamping line, the value can be set 

according to the working condition of the clamping, that is, according to the degree of 

skewness of the claw clamp 

Current position: clamp position and cannot be set 

Inch distance: the forward/reverse inching distance setting 

Jog speed: the forward/reverse jog speed setting 

③Left /right pulling setting 

Manual debugging 

As below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



In the figure, the left turn line 1, the left turn line 2, the right turn line 1, and the right turn 

line 2 have the same functions as those introduced before. It is easy to operate but cannot 

change the saved data, which is convenient for operation during debugging. (Note: each 

action control on the right in the figure, green is for running , red is for stopping) 

Left feeder motor: control the running and stopping of the left wire feeding motor, green 

is for running , red is stopping 

Right feeder motor: control the running and stopping of the left wire feeding motor, 

green is running , red is stopping . Clipping cylinder: control the opening and close of the 

4 left and right rotating clamping.  

Pulling cylinder: control the opening and closing state of the left and right wire drawing 

claws 

Scissor cylinder: control the opening and closing state of left and right scissors 

Press cylinder (manual): control the opening and closing of the left and right crimping 

cylinders, only available in manual mode 

Click "Next Page" to jump to the next page 

As shown: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



In the figure, the functions of the main shaft , left pulling , right pulling wire, and lifting 

shaft are the same as the servo control page. It is easy to operate but cannot change the 

saved data, which is convenient for operation during debugging. (Note: each action 

control on the right in the figure, green is running state, red is stopping state) 

Welding cylinder: control the up and down pressure of the left and right welding devices 

Ultrasonic welding test: press this button to continuously emit ultrasonic waves 

One-key pulling: press this button and the left and right pulling devices work 

simultaneously to complete pulling action 

One-key transfer: Press this button to turn the thread left and right devices at the same 

time to complete a transfer action 

Line body stepping (manual): press this button, line body stepping one work position, 

available in manual mode 

Clipping cylinder (automatic): control the opening and closing of the left and right 

crimping cylinders, only available in automatic mode 

Click the manual debugging interface before setting the left/right pull line to return the 

lifting axis to the original position, that is, to the zero position, and then "to the working 

position" of the 4 left and right gripping claws. , The distance between the left and right 

turning jaws and the scissors is generally about 1CM. The specific thread length is 

fine-tuned according to the welding effect of the mask. After determining the right , the 

left length is mainly achieved by adjusting the left/right clip. Click the servo control page 

to select the left/right pulling.  

As shown： 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown: 

In the figure, the functions of the spindle conveying, left pulling , right pulling , and 

lifting shaft are the same as the servo control page.It is easy to operate but cannot change 

the saved data, which is convenient for operation during debugging. (Note: each action 

control on the right in the figure, green is running state, red is stopping state) 

Welding cylinder: control the up and down pressure of the left and right welding 



devices 

Ultrasonic welding test: press this button to continuously emit ultrasonic waves 

Onekey pulling: press this button and the left and right pulling devices work 

simultaneously to complete a wire-drawing action 

Onekey rotate: Press this button to turn the left and right devices at the same time 

to complete a rotate action. Line body stepping (manual): press this button, line body 

stepping one work position, available in manual mode.  

Clipping cylinder (automatic): control the opening and closing of the left and right 

crimping cylinders, only available in automatic mode 

Click the manual debugging interface before setting the left/right pull line to return 

the lifting axis to the original position, that is, to the zero position, and then "to the 

working position" of the 4 left and right gripping claws. , The distance between the left 

and right turning jaws and the scissors is generally about 1CM. The specific thread length 

is fine-tuned according to the welding effect of the mask. After determining the right 

thread, the left thread length is mainly achieved by adjusting the left/right clip. Click the 

servo control interface to select the left/right wire drawing interface. As shown: 

Current position: clamp position and cannot be set 

Inching distance: the forward/reverse inching distance setting 

Jog speed: the forward/reverse jog speed setting 

⑤ Spindle conveyor debugging 

Click the servo control interface to select the spindle conveying interface. As ： 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place the mask in the working position of the line body, click the jog+ when the 

lifting shaft returns to the zero position and the welding cylinder rises, the wire body 

moves toward the position of the blanking cylinder, and the mask is moved to the welding 

position and clamped by the jaws In the case of wire, let the lifting shaft to the working 

position, and then fine-tune the position of the welding earband on the mask as needed to 

move the welding earband point to the desired position, and then press and hold to set the 

origin. Press the button until the button appears green When the setting is successful, the 

specific steps are operated according to the actual situation. (Note: When operating the 

main shaft, please make sure that the lifting shaft returns to the zero position and the 

welding cylinder is in the rising state) 

Jog+: long press the forward jogging line body to move towards the downward feed 

cylinder 

Jog-: long press the jog- line body move to the unwinding direction 

Inch+: used for fine tune of welding position of mask 



Inch-: used for fine tune of welding position of mask 

Running speed (mm/s): the speed when the line body is running 

To zero: the zero position of the line body when the line body is set 

To the working position: the position of the wire body when welding the mask 

Current position: Line body position and cannot be set 

Inching distance: the forward/reverse inching distance setting 

Jog speed: the forward/reverse jog speed setting 

Other parameters can be modified according to actual needs. The approximate 

debugging process mentioned above is for reference only, and debugging should be 

carried out in accordance with the actual situation. Production parameter introduction 

Click the parameter setting button to enter the parameter setting screen 

 

As below： 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Left turn line 1 holding: left 1 waiting time for holding 

Left turn line 2 waiting position: Left clamp 2 waiting time for holding 

Turn right line 1 waiting position: Left clamp 1 waiting time for holding . 

Turn right line 2 waiting position: right clamp 2 waiting time for holding.  

Left pulling distance (mm): the distance from the origin of the left cable clamp to the 

working position.  

Lifting shaft welding position: the working position of the lifting shaft is the descending 

height of the lifting shaft.  

Left turning 1 clamping position: the working position of the left 1 turn clamping 

position, the angle can be set. Left turning line 2 clamping position: the working position 

of the left 2 turning line clamping position, the angle can be set.  

Right turn 1 clamping position: the working position of the right turn 1 clamping 

position, the angle can be set. Right turning line 2clamping position: the working position 

of the right 2 turning clamping position, the angle can be set. 

Right pulling distance: the distance from the origin of the right clamp to the working 

position. The extension angle of the welding cylinder: the extension angle of the welding 

cylinder, the angle can be set. 

 

Parameter setting 2 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line running speed: the speed of the line running automatically, the value can be 

set. Earband welding time: earband welding time and long ultrasonic working time 

Incoming material delay: delay action time when the incoming sensor detects the 

incoming material 

Discharge delay: Discharge delay action time when online 

Conveying movement delay: The main shaft conveying movement delay action 

time. Manual scissors delay: scissors delay action time 

Stacking alarm delay of mask body machine: when online, the delaying alarm 

time of the filming machine feeding to the earband welding machine stacking material 

Discharge cylinder trigger times: the discharge cylinder detects the set number of 

slices to trigger action.  

Number of trigger bars for discharge conveying: the number of bars for punching 

when the c 

Servo position of the pulling when the scissors action is prohibited: the scissors 

can only move when the distance between the wire clip and the scissors ≧ the set value. 



Shutdown delay: the power-off time of the equipment after the machine is shut down. 

Other parameters can be modified according to actual needs. 

 

The following picture is the IO monitoring screen. Click the menu to view the input and 

output monitoring screens. The monitoring screen can be used as an auxiliary tool during 

debugging, reducing the number of opening the electric control cabinet and saving time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Automatic mode 

First rotate to Auto mode，click “start”, the touch screen displays "running", the machine 

enters the automatic operation state, and the blanking works. Meanwhile, the mask piece 

is placed in the working position. The sensor detects that the input signal X1 is connected, 

the stayguy cylinder , the turning line device, the scissors to send the earloop to the 

working position. The wire body sends the mask piece to the working position at the 

same time, the underdraught cylinder is lowered into position, and the welding cylinder is 

automatically lowered. Ultrasonic welding works as in place . After done, all cylinders 

are automatically returned to the origin, waiting for the next "input signal" to complete 

an automatic cycle process . First rotate to Auto mode，click “start”, the touch screen 

displays "running", the machine enters the automatic operation state, and the blanking 

works. Meanwhile, the mask piece is placed in the working position. The sensor detects 

that the input signal X1 is connected, the pulling cylinder , the turning line device, the 

scissors to send the earloop to the working position. 

The line body sends the mask piece to the working position at the same time, the press 

cylinder is lowered into position, and the welding cylinder is automatically lowered. 

Ultrasonic welding works as in place . After done, all cylinders are automatically returned 

to the origin, waiting for the next "input signal" to complete an automatic cycle process . 

 

VIII. maintenance 

In order to ensure the continuous and stable operation of the machine, it should be 

ensured that the screws in each part are checked for every month. If there is any 

looseness, the screws should be tightened in time In order to prevent the machine from 

rusting or jamming, antirust and derusting treatment once a month should be guaranteed. 



The rusty parts can be polished with fine sandpaper, and the rusty parts are evenly 

sprayed with rustproof oil. 

In order to prevent the loosening of the nuts caused by the long action of each cylinder 

and the deterioration of the welding effect, the cylinder limit nut should be checked for 

looseness every week, and if it is loose, it should be tightened in time. Note: Before the 

machine leaves the factory, it has been debugged by the company's professional staff and 

reached the factory standard. The parts of the machine have been marked with lines. The 

parts of the machine cannot be arbitrarily removed; the nuts cannot be loosened and 

rotated at will; the cylinder adjustment valve cannot be arbitrarily increased or lower. 

After the machine is delivered, if any questions, please contact the sales clerk, or you can 

contact the after-sales technician to communicate and solve it. 


